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Abstract. We present an algorithm for multi-scale tumor (chimeric cell) detec-
tion in high resolution slide scans. The broad range of tumor sizes in our dataset
pose a challenge for current Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) which often
fail when image features are very small (8 pixels). Our approach modifies the
effective receptive field at different layers in a CNN so that objects with a broad
range of varying scales can be detected in a single forward pass. We define rules
for computing adaptive prior anchor boxes which we show are solvable under the
equal proportion interval principle. Two mechanisms in our CNN architecture al-
leviate the effects of non-discriminative features prevalent in our data - a foveal
detection algorithm that incorporates a cascade residual-inception module and a
deconvolution module with additional context information. When integrated into
a Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD), these additions permit more accurate
detection of small-scale objects. The results permit efficient real-time analysis of
medical images in pathology and related biomedical research fields.
Keywords: Deep Learning · Convolutional Neural Networks · Tumor Tissue ·
Classification · Digital Pathology.
1 Introduction
Deep learning algorithms have been effective for detecting and classifying metastatic
cancer in medical images. Breast cancer detection in histopathology images [1] and pul-
monary lung cancer classification in CT scans [26] are examples which are essential for
cancer diagnosis, staging and treatment [24]. CNNmodels are at the forefront of image-
based classification methods that analyze high-resolution slide scans to detect tumors in
tissue [17,42,40,5]. These automated approaches are more efficient than manual meth-
ods or traditional supervised machine learning techniques that require hand-labeled an-
notations from practitioners with specialized expertise.
We address challenges with CNN-based tumor (chimeric cell) detection and classi-
fication in medical datasets where tumor sizes vary significantly, and may be as small
8 pixels. We propose a method to optimize the size and distribution of SSD [29] priors
(anchor boxes) and adjust the receptive field to include more context. SSD is suited for
tumor detection because it identifies multi-scale objects in one shot using information
from multiple CNN layers. Priors, pre-computed bounding boxes that closely match the
distribution of ground truth boxes, are used to define effective detection regions across
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scales. However, limitations with SSDmake it less effective onmicroscopic scans in our
domain. The range of prior anchor box sizes is fixed and limited. It is difficult to select
the most effective prior anchor box parameters for a given dataset. Moreover, results
are inconsistent for less discriminating features (a known characteristic of pathology
datasets). Our approach increases the number of detectable scales by adaptively chang-
ing the aspect ratio of prior anchor boxes and modifying the receptive field to include
a broader range of context and background information. Although additional context
information has improved detection performance at deeper CNN layers in spatial recur-
rent neural networks [2,9,22], the results have only been tested on nature scenes [7].
We incorporate an iterative anchor box refinement algorithm [45] that enhances perfor-
mance. The result is an effective small object detector [3,31] capable of locating tiny
features. Compared to prior methods, our approach achieves higher detection rates for
a broader range of object sizes in a single session. Our contributions include:
– Adaptive prior anchor boxes which we demonstrate are solvable under an equal
proportion interval principle.
– A foveal detection module that incorporates local context using cascade residual-
inception modules.
– A deconvolution module that incorporates a broader range of background informa-
tion.
2 Related Work
Object detection approaches related to our work can be divided into proposal-based and
proposal-free frameworks.
Proposal-based methods are composed of proposal generation and classification stages.
R-CNN [12] is an example that uses selective search [39] and edge boxes [50] for
computing detection probabilities. Several modifications have been proposed to im-
prove speed. Fast R-CNN [11] incorporates shared convolutional layers [14]. Faster
R-CNN further increases accuracy and speed by replacing traditional proposal genera-
tion with proposal subnetworks [35]. R-FCN [6] uses all convolutional layers and score
maps for improved prediction results. Sematic segmentation-aware [49,10] and Mask
R-CNN [13] approaches showed that context and segmentation integration improves
detection accuracy. FPN [28] used pyramidal features to detect multi-scale objects. Hy-
perNet and Relation Networks utilize object relationships to improve accuracy [23,18].
Proposal-free methods are faster than two-stage proposal-basedmethods. The first suc-
cessful proposal-free detector, YOLO [34,33], applies a single neural network to the
entire image. The image is automatically divided into regions for computing bound-
ing box predictions. SSH [32] uses integrated context information for face detection.
SSD [29] is another example that utilizes multi-scale information to boost both accuracy
and speed in a single framework. SSD has been particularly successful for face detec-
tion [46]. One key advantage of adopting SSD for tumor detection in medical images is
it’s ability to identify multiple size tumors in one session using multi-layer information.
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For this reason, SSD is extensively used to detect cancer in CT [27], endoscopic [16]
and ultrasound images [4]. Several SSD variants integrate context information to in-
crease accuracy [9,3,2,15]. We include pyramidal structures and adaptive prior anchors
in a proposal-free approach. Althoughmodifying SSD prior anchor boxes have been ex-
plored [22,47], and refinements proposed for better detection performance [45,46,47],
our approach is unique because we adaptively adjust prior anchor box aspect ratios, and
provide anchor box distribution rules that increase accuracy in microscopic slide scans.
We also focus on optimizations for very small objects (which are often not detectable).
3 Adaptive Prior Anchors
We choose SSD as a starting point for our algorithm because, unlike scale-normalized
detectors, it is better at detecting objects of multiple sizes. Figure 1 depicts the range of
image-based feature sizes in our dataset of patches. In this section, we present details
of our CNN architecture and SSD modifications.
Fig. 1. The size of image-based features in our patch samples range from 8−300 pixels. Chimeric
maternal cell clusters in offspring. Patch size: 300× 300.
High-resolution detection layers: Our base convolutional network is VGG16 [37]. The
stride and receptive field size of layers in VGG16 increases with higher layers [43].
However, the resolution decreases as shown in Figure 2. The smaller objects in deeper
layers will have much less information. For example, an object of size 32 × 32 pixels
will only have an effective region of 2 × 2 pixles in conv5 3. Therefore, we must rely
on the shallow but high-resolution layers to detect small tumors. In our work, we add
additional high-resolution conv3 3 and conv5 3 layers and remove SSD layers with
strides that are too large. The details of our implementation are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Implementation parameters: detection layer, stride, anchor size, aspect ratio (AR) and
receptive field (RF)
Detection layer Stride Anchor size Anchor AR RF
conv3 3 4 16 1, 2, 1
2
48
conv4 3 8 32 1, 3
2
, 3, 2
3
, 1
3
108
conv5 3 16 64 1, 3
2
, 3, 2
3
, 1
3
228
conv fc 7 32 128 1, 3
2
, 3, 2
3
, 1
3
340
conv6 2 64 256 1, 3
2
, 2
3
468
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Fig. 2. Our multiple feature maps and detection layers.
(a) SSD (b) Our Approach
Fig. 3. The point cloud (black) represents the distribution of the tumor width and height. The
colored dots denote the width and height of detection anchors. The colored lines connect anchors
with the same AR but different scale.
Equal-proportion interval anchors: The effective receptive field is smaller than the
theoretical receptive field [30]. Therefore, anchors in each layer should be smaller than
the responding theoretical receptive field. We adopt the equal-proportion interval prin-
ciple [46] which insures that anchors possess equal density compared to other meth-
ods (like the regular-space method in SSD). Comparing Figures 3(a) and 3(b), equal-
proportion interval anchors are better suited for multi-scale detection given the distri-
bution of tumors in our images (more anchors at smaller but denser tumor regions). In
addition, anchors that conform to the equal-proportion rule are more easily integrated
into the receptive field and stride. This is because the receptive field and stride in SSD
detection layers increase at a near proportional rate. Table 1 shows our anchor design.
Aspect Ratio Design: The aspect ratio (AR) defines the anchor profile. Here we adopt
the width and height relationship:
Wanchor = size ·
√
AR (1)
Hanchor =
size√
AR
(2)
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All previous anchor-based object detection frameworks [36,29,46] use a subjective rule
of thumb to determine AR. We propose an AR design criterion. (1) AR values should
be as small as possible to reduce the total number of anchors. (2) AR values must be
large enough to cover almost every object (at least 99%) to have a good recall. (3) AR
values may differ from layer-to-layer depending on the detection criteria of the layer.
In Section 4, we give a mathematical proof that the maximum AR (mAR) of anchors
is only relevant to the threshold of intersection-over-union(IoU) and mAR of objects if
the anchor of different layers are designed by the equal-proportion interval principle.
The maximum anchors’ AR (mARanchor) in each layer shall be chosen by Equation 3
mARanchor =
mARobj ·max{( 2
1 + 1
IoU
)2,
IoU
2− 2IoU , IoU} (3)
wheremARobj = supi∈Ω{ARiobj}, ARobj is the objects’ AR.
According to our statistics, 99% of the AR of the samples in our tumor datasets
are less than 6 pixels. Most of the exceeding 1% of samples result from bad crop-
ping (i.e. only cutting edges of the stained region). Therefore, we select the mARobj
as 6. We choose IoU as 0.5 which is standard in prior work [12,29,36]. According
to Equation 3, we select mARanchor = 3. Having more anchors often weakens per-
formance [41]. Thus, we just choose a discrete ARanchor ∈ {1, 1.5, 3} to control the
number of anchors. Compared to SSD (ARanchor ∈ {1, 2, 3}) [29] depicted in Fig-
ure 3(a), our AR design covers more objects in Figure 3(b) and has a better recall. We
also observed that smaller tumor regions tend to be round (with smaller ARobj). Thus
theARanchor of the first layer can be chosen to be smaller, to decrease the total number
of anchors and reduce computation cost. TheARanchor of the last layer must not exceed
the size of the whole slide image. Finally, the ARanchor of the conv3 3 and conv6 2
are chosen as {1, 2} and {1, 1.5} respectively. The above calculation only considers the
width ≥ height case due to symmetry. The final design params are in Table 1.
Double sets of anchors: Although our anchors cover almost all ground truth (GT) boxes
in the above analysis, different box sizes still correspond to different numbers of an-
chors. Statistics [46] show tiny outer objects are less likely to have a suitable anchor
match. In order to alleviate this problem, we adopt double sets of anchors. We denote
{S1, ...Sk, ...} as the first set anchors and {S′1, ...S′k, ...} as the second set anchors. The
size and AR values of the first set of anchors are shown in Table 1. The second set of
anchors are S′k =
√
Sk · Sk+1 with aspect ratio 1, except for S′conv6 2 which is equal
to the image-patch size 300 [29]. The final anchor sizes are depicted in Figure 3(b).
4 Adaptive Aspect Ratio
Anchor Boxes: Figure 4 illustrates an example of anchor boxes in a layer j. Anchor
boxes are rotation-invariant. The center of each box is aligned at a distance δ, where
δ = Sj , the stride of j
th layer. We define a dominant area Cx ± 12Sj, Cy ± 12Sj where
(Cx, Cy) is the center of each anchor. The highest IoU for an object occurs where the
anchor is centered closest to it’s ground truth center [48]. This means that the IoU will
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reach a maximum for objects with GT boxes in the dominant region of the anchor while
objects with centers outside the dominant region will be matched with a neighboring an-
chor. As shown in Table 1, Sj is much smaller than the anchor box size. For simplicity,
we presume the object and anchor are concentric if matched.
The size of the anchor is chosen by the equal-proportion interval principle { 2f ,
2f+1, ..., 2j , ...,2l}, where f is the first detection layer and l the last. For convenience,
we only consider symmetrical cases where width ≥ height. Here, we denote t as the
maximum AR of anchors in the jth layer. We presume the width (w) and height (h) of
objects follows ( w ≤ kh ), where k is the maximum object AR, i.e. k = sup{wi
hi
}.
Note that IoU satisfies IoU ≥ T , where T is a constant threshold. In our analysis, we
only consider objects where AR (w = kh ). By satisfying the maximumAR, we satisfy
all remaining objects and conditions.
We set h to lie in the interval between (j − 1)th and jth set anchor (i.e. 2j−1√
t
<
h ≤ 2j√
t
), as shown in Figure 4 right. There are only four cases of w: 1) w > 2j+1
√
t;
2) 2j
√
t < w ≤ 2j+1√t; 3) ht < w ≤ 2j√t; 4) w ≤ ht, corresponding to yellow,
green, blue and black solid boxes in Figure 4 right respectively. The first three cases
correspond to case (1) k ≥ t, the last corresponds to (2) k < t. Below we will discuss
how to obtain t per these two cases.
Fig. 4. Left: (left) Feature map (conv fc 7). Boxes in the grid (cyan) are dominant regions with
side length equal to stride S. The dotted red lines connect to anchor boxes on this feature layer.
(right) The layout of homocentric GT boxes and anchors. Dashed boxes are equal-proportion
anchors with equal AR. Solid boxes are GT boxes where the red one has the same AR as the
anchors.
Case (1), k ≥ t.
There are three cases in first case: 1) w > 2j+1
√
t; 2) 2j
√
t < w ≤ 2j+1√t; 3)
ht < w ≤ 2j√t.
Case 1) & 2): w > 2j
√
t
The IoU between Gt and the (j − 1)th anchor reaches maximum only if h → 2j−1√
t
&
w → 2j√t. Then
max(IoUj−1)→
2
j−1
√
t
· 2j−1√t
2j−1√
t
· 2j√t =
1
2
(4)
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Simultaneously,
IoUj →
2
j−1
√
t
· 2j√t
2j√
t
· 2j√t =
1
2
(5)
Therefore, we conclude IoUj−1 ≤ IoUj under Case 1) & 2). Similarly, we know
IoUj+1 ≤ IoUj . Thus, IoUj is the largest one under this condition.
Case 3): ht < w ≤ 2j√t
In this case, the GT box is totally enclosed by the jth anchor, as the edge non-intersection
in Fig. 5. We can transform Case 3) to Case 1) & 2) by replacing t by a smaller t′ while
keeping size, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that t′ is a better solution as t′ < t.
Fig. 5. The edge non-intersection case (AR = t) between jth anchor and GT box can be trans-
formed to edge-intersection (AR = t′) by decreasing anchors’ AR while keeping size consistent.
The dashed boxes are anchors, the solid boxes are object GT boxes.
Given the above analysis, we conclude that IoUj is the largest under Case (1).
Consequently, we assign the ground truth box (w × h) to anchors in the jth layer if
2
j−1
√
t
< h ≤ 2j√
t
. Otherwise, if h ≤ 2j−1√
t
, it will be assigned to the (j − 1)th layer, else
if h > 2
j
√
t
, it will be assigned to the (j + 1)th layer.
According to the above analysis, we can formulate the following equations:
IoU =
I
U
≥ T (6)
I = h · 2j
√
t (7)
U = (w − 2j
√
t)h+ 2j
√
t · 2
j
√
t
(8)
w = kh (9)
where the I denotes the intersection and U denotes the union.
Solving the above array produces Equation (10)
Tkh2 − (T + 1)2j
√
th+ T 22j ≤ 0 (10)
If Equation (10) has a solution, it must satisfy∆ ≥ 0, where∆ is
∆ = 22j[(T + 1)2t− 4T 2k] (11)
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From Equation (11), we can generate the range of t:
t ≥ ( 2
1 + 1
T
)2 · k (12)
Equation (10) can be written in form:
f(h) ≤ 0, f(h) = Tkh2 − (T + 1)2j
√
th+ T 22j (13)
Because f(h) is a convex function and h ∈ (2j−1√
t
, 2
j
√
t
], the necessary condition of
Equation (13) is f(2
j−1
√
t
) ≤ 0 and f( 2j√
t
) ≤ 0:
f(
2j−1√
t
) = Tk
22j−2
t
− (T + 1)2j
√
t · 2
j−1
√
t
+ T 22j ≤ 0 (14)
f(
2j√
t
) = Tk
22j
t
− (T + 1)2j
√
t · 2
j
√
t
+ T 22j ≤ 0 (15)
Solving Equations (14) (15) respectively results in:
t ≥ Tk
2− 2T (16)
and
t ≥ Tk (17)
We would like t to be as small as possible to reduce the total number of anchors, and
from Equations (12), (16) and (17), we formulate:
t = max{( 2
1 + 1
T
)2k,
Tk
2− 2T , Tk} (18)
We can see that because T ∈ [0, 1], so t ∈ (0, k]. The condition k ≥ t always holds.
From our statistics, we can find that k = 6. If T is simply chosen to be 0.5, we can find
that t = 3 from Equation (18).
Case (2) k < t.
From the analysis in (1), we draw that for any T ∈ [0, 1], there exist a t′ satisfy Equa-
tion (12) and t′ ≤ k < t. Just replacing t with t′, we can produce a better result, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Here, for our specific problem (i.e. k = 6, T = 0.5), we use an-
other simpler method to prove it.
From 2
j−1
√
t
< h ≤ 2j√
t
and k < t, results in:
w = kh < th ≤ t · 2
j
√
t
= 2j
√
t (19)
where 2j
√
t is the anchor width. Thus, both w and h are less than the width and height
in jth layer, which we denote asWj andHj respectively. Similarly, we havew > Wj−1
and h > Hj−1. So, we have
Wj−1 < w < Wj (20)
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Hj−1 < h < Hj (21)
where, from the anchor equal-proportion interval principle, Wj = 2Wj−1 and Hj =
2Hj−1. Equation (20) × Equation (21), we can generate:
Aj−1 < a < Aj (22)
where, Aj−1 and Aj are areas of anchor j − 1 and j, and a = h · w. This results in
Aj = 4Aj−1. Now, ifAj−1 < a ≤ 2Aj−1, the IoU between the GT and (j−1)th layer
anchor will be
Aj−1
a
≥ 0.5. Similarly, we find a
Aj
> 0.5 if 2Aj−1 < a < Aj . Therefore,
the ground truth box will have a IoU not less than 0.5 with anchors either in (j − 1)th
or jth layer. Thus, we claim that the GT boxes will always have an anchor to match,
if the condition k < t holds. Actually, this claim holds for any Edge non-intersection
cases (i.e. w ≤ 2j√t) with jth layer in Figure 4 right.
5 Foveal Context-Integrated Detection
Tumor detection in medical images is often more challenging than applications like
face detection which rely on color and texture patterns that are more discriminative.
As shown in Figure 1, there is a broad variation in feature types (scale, shape, color).
Moreover, tumor (chimeric cell) detection depends on a number of factors which are not
limited to image-based features like color. Background context is important, particularly
for dense features with little to no color variations. To address these challenges, we now
introduce a context integrated detection module, similar to a foveal structure [44].
Cascade residual-inception module: The Inception block [21] provides multiple recep-
tive fields per chosen convolutional kernel size [38]. Inspired by work in this area [9,25],
we make a separate residual-inception prediction module instead of predicting directly
on the feature layer (Figure 6(a)). Residual-inception is an effective combination of the
inception module and the residual block [15]. We achieve improvement over prior ex-
amples [25,38] by altering the parallel convolutional layers of the inception module to
form a cascade structure. Each convolutional layer in the cascade shares computation
instructions and memory. Figure 6(c) outlines our implementation.We have 1×1, 3×3
and 5×5 ( by 2 cascade 3×3) conv kernels. The first 1×1 kernel reduces the dimension
of feature map (i.e. the channel number). The cascade residual-inception module gener-
ates multiple receptive fields at lower computational cost. Our performance is similar to
current inception modules [38] with only 25% of the parameters. Experimental results
show that this design converges faster and produces a higher accuracy rate.
Deconvolution module with context information: To utilize broader context informa-
tion, we adopt the deconvolution shown in Figure 6(d). Other approaches like DSSD [9]
incorporate context elements naively by adding or multiplying elements in the de-
convolution feature map with the original feature map. This does not work well with
our residual-inception structure because it reduces performance. We adopt the feature-
fusion concatenation method [3]. This permits the convolutional layer to effectively
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 6. Multiple prediction modules. Cls: classification. Reg: localization regression. 6(a) SSD,
SSD adaptive: 6(b)inception, 6(c) residual-inception 6(d), residual-deconvolution.
learn useful background information while decreasing interference from noise. We con-
catenate the deconvolution module into the inception module as shown in Figure 6(d).
This design integrates hierarchical context information. The inception module provides
local context while the deconvolution module provides broader context information.
In our implementation,we only add the foveal context-integratedmodule on the first
three SSD detection layers where there is a small receptive field and higher resolutions.
These shallow layers are mainly responsible for detecting small objects [46]. Large
objects rely much less on context compared to small objects [19]. Thus, we only add the
foveal detection module to shallow layers so that small objects are more recognizable.
6 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our system on a dataset of 30, 000 patches extracted from microscopic
scans (Figure 1). Each patch is 300× 300 pixels. Tumor sizes in our scans range from
8 − 300 pixels. We separate patches into training and testing sets (9 : 1 respectively).
We generate precision recall and average precision values by comparing the detected
tumor regions with hand-labeled ground truth images. Our code is implemented using
the Caffe toolbox [20] on a Windows 10 system. We trained using a NVIDIA GTX
1080Ti GPU for 3 days with 2 additional days for finetuning. Training and finetuning
was performed for 180, 000 and 100, 000 iterations respectively.
Table 2 compares our approach with R-CNN and traditional SSD. Our modifica-
tions - SSD adaptive, SSD adaptive foveal residual-inception and SSD adaptive foveal
deconvolution have a higher recall (0.699, 0.699, 0.702 respectively) compared to R-
CNN and traditional SSD (0.713 and 0.608 respectively) as we detect small tumors
that are undetectable in other methods. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show tumor and anchor
box size distributions for SSD and our method. Our adaptive prior anchors produce
higher average precision rates [8] (0.747, 0.7485 and 0.7497 respectively) compared to
R-CNN and traditional SSD (0.175 and 0.726 respectively). The precision-recall curves
in Figure 7 show that SSD-based approaches have a higher precision for a longer recall
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than R-CNN. Our modifications outperform traditional SSD. Although proposal-based
R-CNN has a high recall, it’s precision is low as most candidate boxes are ineffective
in our domain. The two-stage process is also inefficient. SSD has been shown to out-
perform faster R-CNNwhile Mask R-CNN requires segmentation and is not popular for
pure bounding box object detection. Our reliance on patch extraction to resolve GPU
memory restrictions is a limitation which increases total computation time. Although
SSD is more efficient with higher precision, there is no built-in guarantee anchor distri-
butions will be optimal, and no mechanism to tackle non-discriminative tumors.
Table 2. Comparing R-CNN, SSD and our modified SSD (adaptive, adaptive foveal residual-
inception and adaptive foveal deconvolution). Our design yields the best results per average pre-
cision (AP). (precision recall threshold = 0.5)
Method Precision Recall AP
R-CNN 0.065 0.713 0.175
SSD 0.826 0.644 0.726
SSD-adaptive 0.808 0.699 0.747
SSD-adaptive foveal residual-inception 0.809 0.699 0.7485
SSD-adaptive foveal deconvolution 0.809 0.702 0.7497
Fig. 7. Our SSD modifications produce higher precision for a longer recall when detecting multi-
scale tumors in high resolution slide scans.
7 Conclusion
We presented a multiscale detection algorithm that augments SSD for successful de-
tection of small tumors (chimeric cells) in patches extracted from high-resolution slide
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scans. Our approach includes a modified SSD deconvolution module that integrates
background information and a foveal context module with a cascade residual incep-
tion module for local context integration. We introduced rules for computing adaptive
prior anchor boxes with aspect ratios and distributions that are more suitable for de-
tecting small-scale objects (8 pixels). Our evaluation methods show that our approach
produces a higher precision recall when compared with traditional SSD. Our method is
also effective for non-discriminative feature sets.
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